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We present in this paper ultimate boundedness results for a third-order system of 
non-linear differential equations of the form 
X + AX + Bi + H(X) = P(I. X. zk, ??). 
where A, B are constant symmetric n x n matrices and X, H(X), P(t, X, X, X) are 
real n-vectors with H: P,, + P, and P: :I? X P. X IP,, X lRn + Rn continuous in their 
respective arguments. Our results give an n-dimensional analogue of an earlier 
result of Ezeilo in [l] and extend other earlier results for the case in which we do 
not necessarily require that H(X) be differentiable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let IF? denote the real line --oo < t < co and R, denote the real n- 
dimensional Euclidean space IF: x R x +.+ x R (in n places) with the usual 
Euclidean norm which will be represented throughout by /I . 11. Consider the 
differential equation of the form 
. . . 
x+A~+B~+~(X)=P(t,X,~,,) (1.1) 
in which XE F?,, P: R x R x R x I?,+ R,, A and B are II x n constant 
symmetric matrices and the dots indicate differentiation with respect to t. We 
shall assume throughout that HE C(R,) and P E C(iR x IF?, x R, x R,). 
The object of this paper is to prove ultimate boundedness results under 
some specified conditions on H(X) and P(t, X, k,y). Specifically, unlike [ 2 1, 
we shall only assume that H(X) E C(R,) and that for any X, Y E Ir?, , there 
exists an n x n operator ,4(X, y) such that 
H(X) = H(Y) + A (X, Y)(X - Y) (1.2) 
for which the eigenvalues A,(A(X, Y)) (i = 1, 2,..., n) are continuous and 
satisfy 
O < 6*<Ai(A(x* y))<d, (1.3) 
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for fixed constants 6, and A,,. Moreover, we shall assume that 
A,, < kd, 6, (k < 11, 
where 
(1.4) 
Cl:51 
and 
with A,(A) and A,(B) as the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. 
Equation (1.1) is the vector version for systems of real third-order non- 
linear differential equations of the form 
= Pi@, x, )...’ x,, i, )...) i,, i, )..., 2,) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n), in which aik and bik are constants and hi, pi are continuous 
functions in their respective arguments. 
The case when n = 1 was considered in [ 11 for equations of the form 
.Y + a2 + bet + h(x) = p(t, x, i. 2). 
where h(x) is a continuous function which satisfies the incrementary ratio 
0<6< wr + v> - w < k*ab 
v ’ 
(v f 0). 
and 
i 
< 1. 
The result in this paper is the n-dimensional analogue of a result in [ 1 I. 
Moreover, we shall improve on the results in [2] when H(X) is not 
necessarily differentiable. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper, we shall use 6’s and d’s with or without suffixes to 
denote positive constants whose magnitudes depend on A, B, H and P. The 
6’s and d’s without suffixes are not necessarily the same in each occurrence, 
but the numbered 6’s or d’s 6,) 6, ,..., d , A, ,... retain a fixed magnitude 
throughout. Capital letters A, B, Q, D, T, I, X, Y, Z are used for vectors in 
R, as well as for matrices (all of which are real). A capital letter standing 
for a matrix will be distinguished from that standing for a vector by the use 
of an additional term “matrix” or “vector” as required. Given any matrix, D, 
say, its eigenvalues when required for any calculation will be denoted simply 
by Ai( and unless otherwise stated, minIGicn Ai and maxrcja,, Ai 
will be denoted by 6, and A,, respectively. Next, given any pair of vectors, X
and Y, say, with components (x1 ,..., x ) and (y, ,..., y ), respectively, we 
shall use (X, Y) to denote their scalar product Cr=, xi yi. Thus in particular, 
(XX) = I1xI/*. 
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Our main result in this paper is the following, which is an n-dimensional 
analogue of a result in [I]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(i) there exists an n x n real continuous operator A(X, Y) for any 
vectors X, Y in R, such that 
H(X)=H(Y)+A(X, Y)(X- Y) (3.1) 
whose eigenvalues A,(A(X, Y)) (i = 1,2,..., n)satisfy 
0 < 6, < ni(A(X, Y)) < A, ; (3.2) 
(ii) the constant symmetric matrices A and B have positive igen- 
values, commute with themselves as well as with the operator A(X, Y) for 
any X, Y in R, and that 
A, < kd, a,, (3.3) 
where k (< 1) is the constant defined in (1.5); 
(iii) there exist j?nite constants 6,,2 0, 6, > 0, such that the vector P
satisfies 
IIW~K K Z>ll G 4 + ~l(llXll + II YII + II-W (3.4) 
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uniformly in t, for all arbitrary X, Y and Z in R n. Then, if H(0) = 0 and 6, 
is suflciently small, there exists a constant A, such that every solution X(t) 
of (1.1) ultimately satisfies 
IIJWI’ + Il%t>l12 + lI~@>ll’ GA,. 
The condition (3.4) can be improved to 
IIW~JL K al G e,(t) + ~2wwll’ + II YI12 + 1/~/1*)“*~ 
where O,(t) and O,(t) are continuous functions of t satisfying 
0 < e,(t) < a0 for all t in R, 
and 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
0 < e,(t) < a, for all t in R. (3-S) 
It will, however, be convenient to deal first with Theorem 1 in its present 
form and later (see Section 7) to indicate what modifications are necessary 
to convert the methods to the case in which the vector P satisfies (3.6). 
We can obtain some other results on Eq. (1.1). A particular case which 
extends Corollary 1 in [2] to the case considered is the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that P = 0 and that the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1 above hold. Suppose further that H(0) = 0, then every solution of 
( 1.1) satisfies 
IW>ll’ + IIm* + Il%t>ll’--) 0 (3.9) 
as t-co. 
4. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we shall state some standard algebraic results required in 
the proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a real symmetric (n x n)-matrix. Then for any X in 
RI2 
6, IIXl12 < WLX) <Ad lIXl12, (4.1) 
where a,, A, are, respectively, theleast and greatest eigenvalues of D. 
409/97/lLlO 
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We shall also require 
LEMMA 2. Let Q, D be any two real (n x n) commuting symmetric 
matrices. Then 
(i) the eigenvalues Ai (i = 1, 2,..., n) of the product matrix QD 
are all real and satisfy 
max nj(Q> n,(D) > Ai > min nj(Q) A,(D); 
l<j.k<n 1 <j,k<n 
(4.2) 
(ii) the eigenvalues Ai(Q + D) (i = 1, 2,..., n) of the sum of matrices Q 
and D are all real and satisfy 
where S(Q) and A,(D) are, respectively, the eigenvalues of Q and D. 
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof of inequalities (4.2) follows from 12, 
Lemma 21. To prove inequalities (4.3), we follow closely the proof of (4.2). 
Since Q and D commute and are symmetric, there exists a non-singular 
matrix T such that 
T-‘QT= diag[Al(Q), MQ),..., UQ>l = QI 
and 
T- ‘DT = diag]A,(D), AZ(D) ,..,, A (D)] = D, . 
Thus, the symmetric matrix (Q + D) is similar to the matrix 
Q, + D, = diagP,(Q> + h(D), h(Q) + MD),..., k,(Q) + 4,(D)] 
and the eigenvalues 
ii(Q + D> = ni(Q, + 01) = Ai + n,(D) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n). Hence inequalities (4.3) follow and the proof of Lemma 2 is 
complete. 
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5. THE FUNCTION V 
Our main tool in the proof of the results is the scalar function 
V= V(X, Y, Z) defined for any vectors X, Y, Z in I?, by 
2V= (~(Bx,Bx) + i(BY, Y) 
+2(A-‘BY, Y)+(A-‘Z,Z) 
+ (AY+Z, YfA-‘Z) 
+(Z+AY+~BX,Z+AY+fBX)}. (5.1) 
Rewriting this as 
2V= ($llBX~~2+~lZ+AY+~BXI12 
+ i(BY, Y) + 2(A -‘BY, Y) 
+(A-‘Z,Z)+(AY+Z, Y+A-‘Z)) (5.2) 
we can easily prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that all the conditions on matrices A, B and vector 
H(X) in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then, there exist positive constants 6, and 
6, such that 
~2(/lxl/2 + II Yl12 + IlW> G 2VG ~3(llxl12 + II YI12 + llZll’>~ (5.3) 
Proof of Lemma 3. The proof follows if we use Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 
repeatedly and then choose 
6, = min( &5: ; $S,,( 1 + 44; ‘); A; ’ ) 
and 
6, = max{idi; (Af, + A, + fA, + 26;‘AJ; (1 + 6;’ + S;‘)}. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Let us for convenience replace Eq. (1.1) by the equivalent form 
it= Y, 
I’=z, 
i=-AZ-BY-H(X)+P(t,X, Y,Z). 
(6.1) 
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To prove our results it therefore suffkes to prove that 
IIJW + II Yl12 + /IZl12 GA, 
for any solution (X, Y, Z) of (6.1). 
The proof of the ultimate boundedness result depends on our being able to 
prove that V satisfies 
(i) V(X, Y, Z)-+ co as I(XII’ + 11 Yl12 + lIZI/’ + 00 and 
(ii) dV/dt < - 1 
along paths of any solution (X, Y, Z) of (6.1) for which /[XII2 + /I Y(12 + llZl12 
is large enough. 
Property (i) is clearly satisfied by V using Lemma 3. Thus we are only left 
to prove property (ii) for V. Let (X, Y, Z) be any solution of (6.1). Then, the 
total derivative of V with respect to t along this solution path is 
v=-U,-U,+U,+U,, (6.2) 
where 
u, = (($BX, H(X)) + (fABY, Y) + i(Z, Z)}, 
u,= {($BX,H(X))+ ((Z+A)Y,H(X))+ (BY, Y)lY 
u,={(~sx,H(X))+((z+2A-‘)Z,~(~))+f(Z,Z)}, 
and 
u,= {(~BX+(z+A)Y+(z+2A-')Z,P(t,X, Y,Z))}. 
Because of the representation of H(X) as 
H(X) = H(0) + ‘4 (X, 0)x 
from (3.1) and if H(O) = 0 with condition (3.2) satisfied we obtain 
($BX, H(X)) = (glX, A (X, 0)x) 
> a43hI lP/12. 
Thus, we clearly have 
(6.3) 
u, > a4T41 /412 + tsnhI I Yl12 + f IlZI12 
2 ~dIl~l12 + II Yl12 + 11~11’>~ (6.4) 
where 6, = min f{@,s,, 6,6,, 1). 
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Next, we give estimates for 
((ZfA)KH(~)) and ((I + 24 ~ ’ >z, H(X)). 
For some constants k, > 0, k, > 0, conveniently chosen later, we have 
((Z+A) Y,H(X))=~lk’(Z+A)“*Y+k,‘(Z+A)~“*H(X)(~* 
- (ki(Z + A)Y, Y) - (k,*(Z + A)-‘H(X), H(X)) (6Sa) 
and 
((Z+2A~‘)Z,H(X))=/~k2(Z+2A-‘)“*Z+k;’(Z+2A-’)-”*H(X)~~* 
- (k;(Z + 2A - ‘) Z, Z) 
- (k; *(I + 2A ’ ) ‘H(X), H(X)). (6.5b) 
Thus, 
U,=IIk,(Z+A)“*Y+k;‘(Z+A)-“*H(X)II* 
+([;I?-k;*(Z+A)-‘H(X)],H(X)) 
$- (B - k;(Z + A)Y, Y). 
By (3.1), Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have 
u, > kJ,[& - k,*(k + I>-’ d,tl IDI* 
+ I&,-k:@, + I>1 II~II’I 
20 (6.6) 
if we choose k: < &(A, + l)-’ and 
A,, < #,k:(h, + 1) < @,k:(& + 1) < @;(8, + l)/(A, + 1). (6.7) 
In a similar way, 
u, > 0 
if we choose k: < f(1 + 2S;‘)-’ and 
A, < &k;(l + 243’ < 6,6,(A, + 2)/164,(6, + 2). 
Combining (6.7) and (6.9), we have 
A, < kd,&, 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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where 
(6.11) 
Finally, we are left with U,. Since P(t, X, Y, Z) satisfies inequality (3.5), 
Schwarz’s inequality gives 
I U4l G Wb IIXII + (1 +A,) /I YII + (1 + 2s;‘) lIZIll IIWY~~ YY -a 
G Ul~ll + II YII + Ilw(~o + ~,lll~ll + I/ YII + ll~lll> (6.12) 
G 36, ~5Wl12 + II YI12 + 11-41’> 
+ 3”*&J &(ll~l12 + II Yl12 + llzl/2)“2, (6.12a) 
where 
6, = max{fd,; (1 +A,); (1 + 26;‘)}. (6.13) 
Combining inequalities (6.4), (6.6), (6.8) and (6.12a) in (6.2), we obtain 
v< -2&(llXl12 + II YII’ + 11~112> + ~,(/I~ll* + IIYll’ + IlZI/2)“2~ (6.14) 
where 6, = f min(b, ; 36, 6,) and 6, = 31j2 6,6,. If we choose 
(]]X]]’ + ]] Y]12 + )~Z~~2)1’2 > 6, = 26, a;‘, inequality (6.14) implies 
e -441~/12 + II Yl12 + IIZII’). (6.15) 
In fact, we can obtain 
ri< -1 
if we choose (]]X]]’ + ]] Y]12 + ~~Z~~2)1’2 > max(6;“*; 8,). 
Now, using Yoshizawa’s approach in [4] we can prove that for any 
solution (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) of (6.1) we ultimately have 
(IIXII’ + II YI12 + IIZII’) G A,. 
That is, for any solution (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) of (6.1) we cannot have 
W(~)ll’ + II WI2 + llW>ll’) > 8; (6.16) 
for all t > 0. Suppose on the contrary that (6.16) were true for all t > 0. 
Then by (6.15), we would have 
F(t) < -6, s; < 0 for all t > 0. 
This clearly implies that V(X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) + -co as t -+ co which 
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contradicts inequality (5.3), that I’ is non-negative. Thus there exists a t, >, 0 
such that 
(IIXMZ + II Y(b)l12 + 11-%)112) < 8:. (6.17) 
In fact, in view of (5.3), there exists a constant 6, > 6, such that 
max vr> v, 0 < min 
ll1l!~+llnll~+1l1ll*~~~ llw+ l/VII*+ IIIII? = 6:
vr, VT 0 (6.18) 
It will be shown that our solution (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) satisfying (6.17) must 
necessarily satisfy 
Wll’ + II w + lIZll’> < % tat,, (6.19) 
thereby satisfying our requirement. 
Suppose that (6.19) is false. Then in view of (6.17) there exist t, and t,. 
t, < t, < t,, such that 
and such that 
w(~*>ll’ + II W2>l12 + IW*)l12) = JL (6.20a) 
wM’ + II w3>11’ + llZM12) = 6 (6.20b) 
6; G (W(~>ll’ + II w>ll’ + II-WI’) G 8; (6.21) 
for t, < t < t,. But, by (6.15), inequalities (6.21) imply that V(t2) > V(f3) 
and this contradicts the result that V(t2) < V(t3) (t, < t3) implied by (6.18) 
and (6.20). 
Thus, (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) must satisfy (6.19). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
7. 
We can now turn to the case mentioned in Section 3, in which the vector 
P satisfies inequality (3.7) instead of (3.5). The proof of our result in this 
case follows the lines indicated in Section 6 above, except for some minor 
modifications. The main modification occurs in our estimate for I U.,l defined 
in (6.2). If vector P(t, X, Y, Z) satisfies inequality (3.7), then 
I U4l G M~I12 + II YI12 + IIZl12)1’211w, x Y. Z>ll 
G 4, ~~2wwll’ + II Yl12 + ll-4’) 
+ ~,(0(11412 + II Y/l2 + llZl12)“2~~ (7.1) 
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where 6,, = 3”‘max{fd,; (1 + A,); (1 + 26;‘)}. Now by (3.71, 
6,,@,(t) < 6,,a, and by (3.8) 6,,,8,(t) < 6,,a,, for all t in R. Thus we have 
P% -24,w11' + II W + llW~ + 42(11412 + II W + iizii2)~~2~ (7.2) 
where a,, = fmin(b,; 6,,a,) and a,, = d,,,a,. Following the procedure 
indicated in Section 6, we then conclude that ti< -1 for (11 XII2 + )I YI12 + 
11Zl12)‘2 > max(a,1’2; 26,, 8,‘). 
8. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1 
If P = 0, then in the proof of Theorem 1, U, = 0 and if hypotheses (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 1 hold then we have 
V(t) < -W(t) 
for some constant 6 > 0. By integration and with the aid of inequalities (5.3) 
we can easily conclude that (3.9) is valid as t -+ co. This completes the proof 
of Corollary 1. 
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